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Abstract: This paper attempts to evaluate an emerging use case for Robotic Total Stations (RTSs)
as a tracking and guidance system for small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), especially applied
to scenarios where conventional means of navigation (such as GNSS) are insufficient or completely
unavailable. The focus is on indoors environments, where a constantly tracking total station could
potentially be used to provide the UAV with a reference coordinate frame together with its immediate
position within these coordinates. Preliminary experiments have been performed to evaluate the capa-
bilities of two available RTSs, the Trimble S7 and S9 HP series, both controlled by a TSC7 controller.
A Raspberry Pi mini-computer was used to timestamp specific events during the motion of a target
tracked by the RTS. The Pi was synchronized with the RTS through Precision Time Protocol (PTP).
This enabled direct timestamp comparison for time delay evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Modern RTSs typically comprise two main measuring principles. An Electronic Distance Measure-
ment (EDM) unit that usually utilizes a light source for Time of Flight (ToF) or phase shift mea-
surements and a conventional theodolite system that performs extremely precise angle measurements
using an electronically (or optically) read-out rotary encoder. The whole device is equipped with
servo motors enabling automatic full 360 degree rotations in the horizontal as well as vertical plane.
An onboard processor can then query measurements, control the servos, communicate with other
devices and perform additional data processing and calculations.

In the early days, problems with internal component synchronization were occurring, however re-
cent studies have shown a reduction of these issues into the sub-millisecond (millimeter) regime [1].
Over the past 10 years total station technologies have enjoyed a rapid development and new available
feature sets. With the ability to continuously track a moving target and provide position measure-
ments with high enough frequencies, new potential applications (apart from the standard geodetic
or construction) have emerged [2, 3, 4]. One such use case with a demand for very high precision
positioning is navigation of small UAVs. Nonetheless, correct overall synchronization is a large con-
cern for near real-time applications and especially since RTSs still aren’t primarily designed for these
kinds of workflows, investigations into their parameters have to be conducted.

2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The performed experiment utilized these key notions:

• A reference measurement frame providing the real (true) time of an event.

• One objectively known position of a target (for all frames) during it’s movement.
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• Synchronization between reference and the observed time series.

2.1 TOTAL STATION CONFIGURATION

The RTS was locked onto a Trimble VX/S 360 prism, which was mounted on the end of a pendulum
construction. A Trimble TSC7 controller running Windows 10 Pro was used to operate the RTS,
which was set to track the prism continuously in Tracking (TRK) mode [5]. During tracking a times-
tamp (using local Windows time of the TSC7) for each measured point is provided by the RTS. A
continuous output data stream was enabled through an on-board serial COM interface, which was
connected to an external PC. A baud rate of 57 600 bits/s was set for the measurements, however a
higher rate of up to 115 200 bits/s is available and should be more preferable [6]. The data stream was
set as a custom format as is shown in Figure 1. A Trimble S9 HP [7] with 10 Hz tracking enabled was
used for the experiment as the S7 does not have this feature in the present state. It has been observed
that this rate is not stable and has a tendency to reach a maximum of 10 Hz rather than measuring at
stable 10 Hz. This deficiency was also observed by Lienhart et al. with different RTSs [6].

Figure 1: RTS output data format.

2.2 EXPERIMENT WITH REFERENCE MEASUREMENT SETUP

The pendulum performed damped oscillations. A narrow tooth-like extension was attached to the end
of the pendulum arm (with a radius of 129 cm) onto the prism. An Omron U-type photomicrosensor
[8] connected to GPIO pins of a Raspberry Pi mini-computer running Raspberry Pi OS Lite was used
to detect the rest position of the pendulum when the tooth crossed the sensor’s light barrier. This
position was also set as the zero azimuth backsight on the RTS, which was positioned at a 337 cm
distance and such that the most significant movement was recorded in the Easting and Elevation axes
and the Northing axis had minimal movement. Distances shorter than 300 cm caused the RTS to
loose track of the moving prism completely. The RTS base station point was set as the origin of the
coordinate system. Given the width of the tooth crossing the light barrier (7.5 mm), the exact moment
when the sensor activates can differ between even and odd passes through the barrier.

The Pi OS was configured for maximum performance and tickless kernel mode was disabled to ensure
minimal measurement delays. A custom measuring program, which can be run by a bash command
was developed. Each time the pendulum crossed the rest position an ISR routine (using the PiGpio
C library [9]) attached a timestamp to the event. The experiment layout can be seen in Figure 2, (a).
The motion was always initiated from the right side as is shown in Figure 2, (b).

2.3 SYNCHRONIZATION PROCEDURE

Initially, correct local time was set on the Raspberry Pi from an NTP server and throughout the
experiment local times of both devices (Pi and RTS) were being synchronized only through PTP. The
Pi was set as the (grand) master clock and the TSC7 controller was a slave in the PTP hierarchy.
Windows Time Service of the TSC7 was configured for high precision timing and SW-Timestamping
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(a) Block diagram (green: RTS measurement,
blue: reference measurement, red: measured mo-
tion, purple: RTS data logging).

(b) Motion initiation (RTS behind camera view).

Figure 2: Experiment layout.

mode and PTP [10] were all enabled by a custom developed PowerShell script. Presently, only the
PTPd [11] implementation was compatible with Windows. Settings necessary to run PTPd with
Windows were modified, otherwise all was left default.

3 OBTAINED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A thorough analysis of the results was conducted in the MATLAB environment. Since both devices
were having their local times continually synchronized a direct comparison of their timestamps could
be performed. Unix time values from the Raspberry Pi were converted into uniform nanosecond
values. Data from the RTS first had to be parsed and filtered from corrupted or incomplete measure-
ments. Then the proprietary time values could also be converted into uniform nanosecond values.
Since positions of the RTS measured points did not necessarily collide with the precise pendulum rest
point, the data had to be interpolated between each zero-bounding pair of points. This way times-
tamps corresponding to the exact zero position could be obtained. Linear interpolation is sufficient as
position values with respect to time near the zero can be approximated linearly. Both final time series
were shifted to a zero start according to the first Raspberry Pi value. Linear pendulum velocity when
passing the rest point was approximated from the interpolated RTS positions and timestamps, from
which a time error for even passes in the Pi data can be calculated.

Finally, a valid range from the whole oscillating pendulum motion had to be selected. The initial data
from the RTS was too sparse due to a high prism velocity, therefore interpolation in this section could
not have been trusted. Similarly, the end part contained low velocities that due to the asymmetrical
sensor measurements would have created high potential time errors in the Pi data at even pendulum
passes. The final velocity range was then v ∈ [0.5,3] m/s, where the maximum calculated error was
20 ms at 0.5 m/s. A maximum error caused by the sensor’s reaction area was 2.2 ms.

As can be seen in figures 3 and 4, timestamps from the RTS seem to have a delay clustering around 100
ms. Calculated corrections for the even points are shown, though no significant offset in the original
data is visible. The reason might have been that the sensor setup was closer to being symmetrical than
expected or different factors contributed to timing deviations more.
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Figure 3: Time delays between Raspberry Pi and RTS measurements.
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Figure 4: Histograms of measured time delays.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Since the position of a moving target can change rapidly in time it is necessary to have correct tempo-
ral information of each measured position. This paper showed a delay of about 100 ms from the real
position time when tracking a moving object with a Trimble S9 HP RTS. This result might be on the
border of usability for small UAV navigation, since at reasonably higher velocities the position error
would be comparable to the size of the aircraft itself.

Further experiments will be conducted to estimate more parameters of the RTS. A more precise sensor
will be used for detection and different types of motion such as circular or straight could also be
investigated. By connecting the RTS serial output directly to Raspberry Pi’s UART pins further time
analysis can be performed and data propagation delays can be estimated as well.
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